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Under the background of the instability of the society, the most country in the world
were confronted with huge pressure from the political transition, so it is necessary to
bring out a new state theory. In this case, Chinese nationalism rose and was
questioned. As one of the theoretical sources of Chinese nationalism, Carl Schmitt 's
state theory has been paid close attention. There were two questions: what does the
Carl Schmitt 's state theory talk about exactly? How to evaluate Carl Schmitt 's state
theory? This thesis is to solve these two questions. The theoretical significance of this
thesis is to provide a new angle of view for the research on Carl Schmitt; at the same
time, clarifying Schmitt's state theory provide reference for the development of new
state theory. The practical significance is to help us to review the value of state, so as
to define the role of the state reasonably.
By examining the Carl Schmitt's works, the author find that there were two
theory origins, which were the Hobbes's state theory and the political organization of
the Catholic. This thesis elaborated Carl Schmitt 's theory in three aspects : Firstly, the
concept of politic is the premise of concept of state; Secondly, the legitimacy of state
power rooted in the concept of people;Thirdly, actually execution of power is
sovereign decisions, parliamentary systems should be replaced by total state . In Carl
Schmitt 's idea, state is a historical individual who has personality, the purpose of this
personification is to obtain power and to execute power, so as to maintain the inside
unity and stability. The logic of Carl Schmitt's state theory is not flawless. Carl
Schmitt 's understanding of democracy affected his logic. Carl Schmitt questioned the
parliamentary system because of his worship of the authority, but he ignored the limits
of individual rationality. When examined Carl Schmitt 's state theory today, we must
consider the political background of his theory. By looking back Carl Schmitt 's state
theory , this thesis is aimed at providing a new angle of view of democracy and state.
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